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Introduction 
Yates [20,21], Snedecor [16 ], Snedecor and Cox [17], Nair [12], Cochran 
[3], Stevens [18), Henderson U.o], and Ra.o [15} have presented analysis of 
variance procedures for tml_)alanced classifications while Day and Fisher (5], 
Hilks [19), Haze 1 [ 9], Rao [15] 1 Benders on [ 11] , Das [ 4 ], and Federer [ 6 ~17, 8] 
have discussed covariance analyses for unbalanced classifications. Bartlett 
[1, 2 ], Quenouille [ 14 ], Federer (7 ] and Outh,-Tai te and Rutherford [13], among 
others, have discussed the use of dummy covariates to remove the effect of 
disproportion in particular unbalanced classifications. 
The purpose of this paper is to p~esent additional results for variance 
and covariance analyses with unbalanced classifications. In particular, the 
analyses are grouped as follmrs: 
Case I Interaction absent; 
Case II Interaction present; the effects assumed to be fixed effects; 
Case m -- Interaction present; the interaction effects and at least one 
of the main effects of the factors represented in the inter-
actions assumed to be random effects. 
A Case I variance analysis is known as 11the method of fitting constants" 
and a Case II variance analysis is known as "the weighted sq_uares of means 
analysis" iii the literature (16,17,20,21 ], A Case III analysis of variance 
~ has been discussed in the literature for balanced classifications (e.g., see 
7, ch. VIII), but not for unbalane.ed classifications. A covariance analysis 
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for one-1-1ay classifications has been discussed by Day and Fisher L5]. 
Case I covariance analyses for unbalanced classifications have been presented 
by Das [4], Federer [6,8], and Hazel [9]. Federer [6,8] presented the Case II 
and the Case III linear covariance analyses for an unbalanced two-way classi-
fication, and included illustrative numerical examples. The additional 
results included in the present paper repr€sent extensions of previous work 




The linear model for a two-way classification (Table l) 'tfi th a covariate is: 
(I-1) 
~·rhere iJ. = an effect common to all observations, -r. = an effect common to the 
1 
ith level of the first factor or classification, p. =an effect common to the 
J 
jth level of the second factor or classification, e. 'h =a random error component, 
1J 
-x = arithmetic mean of the X's, and ~ = the regression of Y on X in the residual 
line of the analysis of covariance (T~ble 2). The -ri and pj are considered to 
be fixed effects. With multiple regression the linear model becomes: 
b 
yijh = ll + -ri + Pj + eijh +. g~l ~g(Xgijh - xg) (I-2) 
where ~g is the partial regression of Y on the gth indepen~ent variate, Xg' in 
the residual line of the analysis of covariance and xg i~ the arithmetic mean 
of the X's in the gth group. 
'I'he normal equations obtained for the linear model given by formula .. (I-2) 
are: 
" Equation for 11: 
v r n.. ,.. v ,.. r ,.. 
E E E~J Y. 'h = Y · = n, .ll + .E n::.-r1 + r:· n .p·. i=l j=l h=l 1 J •.•• ~=l ~ j=l "J J 
. , (I-3) 
,.. 
Equations for -ri: 
r n. j 
E E1 Y. 'h = Y. ~J 1•. j=l h=l 
r ,.. b"' 
= n. en + ~.) + E n. ,p. + E ~ (X . - n. X ) 
1' 1 . l 1J J g g~. • l.. g J= g=l 
. , (I-4) 
" Equations for P .• 
-----------------~· 
v n. . "' ,.. v "' b ,.. 
E E1 J Y. = n .(i.J. + p.)+ E n .. -r. + E ~g(Xg•J'•- n.jxg) 




Table 1. Yield and number of observations for the variate Y and for the covariate X · 
from a two-\-ray classification (totals :per n .. observations). 
~J 
·-----·-
I second category 
1firs t category 1 
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Equations for ~ : g 
E D E yi :h (X . 'h - X ) = 
i j h J gl.J g 
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v 
.... - ) 2:: 't. (X . - n. X i=l). gl.•• ).• g 
r .... 
+ L: p . (X . . - n .x ) j=l J g•J• ·J g . 
b .... 
+ z:: z:: z::.(x .. h - x ) 
i s h gl.J g L: ~ (X . 'h - X ) g=l g gl.J g (I-6) 
In the above equations n. l.• 
r v v r 
= E n .... , n . = E n . .. , n = 2: E n .. and 
l.J "J . l.J •• l.J j=l l.=l i=l j=l 
n .. = 01 1,21 ••• =number of individuals in the ijth subclass. Additional 
l.J 
restraints on the above set of equations which allmv for unique solutions of 
the unknovms and which represent reasonable restraints are: 










The 1 + v + r + b·normal equations plus equations (I-7) and (I-8) in 
the unknowns may be reduced to v ·+. b equatio~s ··involving only the unknowns 
.... .... 
't'. and fj • Further reduction of the v + b equations to v equations involving ). g 
.... 
only the 't'. and the observations is possible, but not too desirable computa-
l. 
.... .. 
tionally. The ~ g values riiay be obtaine(!., frqm ~p analysis of covariance table 
.... 
similar to Table 2 [see 16 , section 13.7], and then a set of v equations in 't. 
). 
where - 't'l = 
follows: 
v .... 
L: 'ti is substituted in the vth equation, may be obtained as 
i=2 




I nl.n 1 . n2.n 1 . n 1 .n . 
\ 
-z .J v- , .1 
-L: J v- 'J -z V- , ,] V,) 
n 
•j n •j n •j 
I 
n . \. (nl ... n2.) 0 Zn . J ,] n +l: v.1(n1 .-n .); VJ n 
.j V• n.j J VJ 
( y1· • • - zn. JY . - r& [ x 1 -n1 x -r:n .. (x . -x ) ] = Q1 ~ • J • g g • • • g . ~J g. J • g • j g J 
l!
















The v equations from (I-9) yield unique values for the ~i. Iilith solutions for • 
A A 1'\ 1'\ " 
the 't'., 1J. and p. may nmv be evaluated; the adjusted means are 1J. + -r1 and ~ J 
A " 
IJ. + p. for the first and second classifications respectively. 
J 
In the event that formula (I-1) is appropriate, an estimate of Pis: 
El:L.Y. 'hx. 'h- L.Y j X . - E~.(X. -n. x-l:n .. (x . -x)) 
A • • ~J ~J • • • o J o • ~ ~ o o J. • • ~J o J o 
t3 = ~.Jh J 1. .J 
El:ZX .. h2 - EX . 2/n . = W 




"" Like~,rise, the kth equation of the v equations in -r. is: 
]_ 
n. x_ -n. x - En (x ~ x) 
"" Kj " · · -K • • K • j kj • j • 
n. -rk - E - L:n .. -r. - ------=~----- E~. (X. • J. ]_•. - (- -) - n. X - W .. X . - X J.. • l.J • J • K• . n j . 1J J. w J • J. XX J. J 
(EEEY .. hx .. h - EY . x . ) lJ lJ . •J. •J. 
J 
(I-ll) 




"" "" The estimate of t3 is then obtained from formula (I-10) or 13 may be obtained 
directly from Table 2 as ~ =·D · ID • 
Xy' XX 
Also, if the linear model in (I-1) is the correct one instead of (I-2), 
the right hand side of equation (I-9) is altered in that the surr@ation is over 
the single term g=l. If covariance is not being considered, then each 
X .. h-x is set equal to zero in equations (I-1) to (I-9). In obtaining the gl.J g 
sums of squares given in Table 2, analyses of variance are obtained for the 
X and theY variates and their cross products. Esti~ates of~, -ri and pj• g . 
obtained from equations (I-1) to (I-9) with each. (X .. h-x ) set equal to zero 
. gl.J g 
vrill be denoted as ~ r, p!, and 't"! • Estimates of ~ and p . obtained from e qua-
J J. J 
" "" tions (I-2), (I-3), (I-5), and (I-7) \vhen each 'Ti and each (X .. h-x ) are gJ.J g 
set equal to zero vill be denoted as 1-1 11 and p'~. Likewise, the estimate of ll 
J 
and -ri obtained from equations (I-2), (I-3), (I-4), and (I-8) when each pj 
and each (X . jh-x ) are set equal to zero will be designated as ~-.~.-;:- and '! :\ gJ. g J. 
" "" The estimate of ll obtained from (I-2) and (I-3) when each -ri, each pj, and 
each (X .. h-x) are set equal to zero is ll'''=Y• gJ.J g 
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Table 2. Analysis of covariance table for a two-way classification 




Source of variation d.f. 
Total (corrected for mean) n -1 
.. 
Second factor (ignoring 1st factor) r-1 
First factor (eliminating 2nd factor) v-1 
Residual n -r-v+l 
•• 
Secortd factor (eliminating lst factor) r-1 
y2 xy 



















------------··-------~~--------_.:_ ___________ _ 





First factor + residual 
First factor (eliminating regression 
and second factor) 
Second factor + residual 
Second factor (eliminating regression 
and first factor) 
n -r-v 
•• 
n -r-1 .. 
v-1 
n -v-1 .. 
r-1 
D' =D •D2 /D yy yy xy xx 
W' =W -w2 /w YY YY xy' XX 
V1 =W' -D' yy yy yy 
u• =U -u2 /u YY YY Xy' XX 
B' =U 1 -D 1 yy yy yy 
·--'"-'-t -------------·----·------·-·-- --·. --
/1 
W =V +D · W =V +D • W =V +D yy yy yy' xy xy xy' XX XX XX 






In computing-_ the sums of squares fo.r the variance analysis, the following 
procedure is used: 
Total corrected for the mean 'vith n -1 d.f.: 
Total sum of squares- SS(~ 111 ) = 
v r n .. 
= z L: L:~J y2 y2 I = T ijh - • • • n. • yy i=l j=l h=l (I-12) 
Second category (eJlilinating. mean and ignoring first category) with r-1 d.f.:L1 
: (~II _ ~I I I) y 
~ .. 
y2. y2 
• J. c •• 
=E----=R 
n n yy j • j •• 
(I-13) 
First category (eljm~nating mean and ignoring second cat~or¥) with v-1 d.f.: 
ss(~ -:~ -r. -x-) - ss(~ rr') 
~ 
First category (elimj_nating mean and second category) with v-1 d.f.: 
/1 
SS(~ 1 , -r!, p!) - SS(~", p~) 
~ J J 
= (~' - ~") y ... + E(p~ - p~) Y . + E-r!Y. j ~ J •J• l ~·· 
= ~'Y 
... 
+ Ep!Y . + L:-r!Y. 





J. n . 
•J 
= . L: -r1! ( Y1 .• , - E n. . y . ) = V 
. ~J 'J. yy ~=l - J=l 




8econ~ategory (eliminating mean and first cate~ory) with r-l d.f.: 
88(!-L 1 , Pj, Tj_)- 88(1-L~:-, 't'i·::-) 
= 1J. 1Y + Ep!Y . + ET!Y. 
••• J ·J· 1 1·· - EY~ /n. 1• • 1• 
r v 
= E p! (Y . - L: n .. y. ) = 
. J "J" . 1J 1"" J=l " 1=1 
(I-16) 
Residual sum of squares (eliminating all other effects)with n •• -r-v+l d.f.: 
= 
r 
l: p!Y . j=l ~ . J. - ZT!Y. . 1 1'. (I-17) J. . 
The sums of sq_uares for a classification eliminE..ting the effects of 
regression, the mean, and the other classification are giYen in Table 2. 
Alternatively, the SUJIL; of squares for the first classification adjusted for 
the other effects as V1 yy 
A "' A A -, + .;. +, + + 
= 88(1-l, 't'., p ., 13) - SS(!J. , p .• , f3 ;, where 1-l , p ., 
1 .J J . -· J 
and p+ are obtained fr~m the normal equations wlth each ~ .· set equal to zero. 
J. 
The various sums of sqaares for the X variate are obtained in a similar 
manner \rith 1-L'x' 't'~i' p~j' 1-L~, etc. being the corresponding estimates of the 
effectG for the X variate. 
The various Slilllli of products for the linear model given by formula (I-1) 
are compu'~ed as follmrs: 
v r n .. 
• 
X y 
T L: " L:lJ Y .. hY. "h 
... . .. 
= .... 
xy i=l j=l h=l lJ 1J n, • (I-H3) • 
r X y X y ~~ ... . .. R = L: 
xy j=l n •j n (I-19) 
v X. Y. X y J. •• 1 •• . .. . .. A = E 





n ::::: " -' \ ..,.. " - Y-v ,.. r ·J V L... ·L .•. , < .ll, 0 0 - L.. Ll. • • 
xy i=l ~l l j=l lJ •J• 
= 
v 
r:· -r! [x. 
. l l•. J=l -
ll'X p~X j r. -r!X. L. X 
.. 
= + r. + -
·j·y·j· ... J • • l l•. j 
A1 .• Y . 'r ' .. yi 
.. 




D = T R - V = T - B - A xy xy .xy xy xy xy xy ; (I-22) 
The above formulae for sums of products are applicable for the gth X variate 
in a multiple covariance set-up. 
If the experiment is designed as a three-way classification with co-
variates the linear model is:Ll 
b 
Y .. hf = ll + 0:. + y. + 0h + € •• hf + r. t3 (xg''hf- X)' lJ l J . ·lJ g=l g lJ g (I-23) 
where ll = a common mean effect, a 1 = effect common to the ith level of the 
first or A classification, y. = effect common to jth level of the second or 
J 
C classification, oh = effect common to the hth level of the third or D 
classification, Eijhf = a random error effect, and t3g = partial regression 
of Yon X in the residual line in the analysis of covariance. There are no g 
interaction terms for a Class I analysis. The normal equations for the various 
~his model holds for either a complete or incomplete factorial arrangement of 
the combinations. For an incomplete factorial arrangement (e.g. the latin 
square) care must be exercised in summing over the various subscripts, and the 
total number of observations N is not necessarily= L.L.L. n1.J.h = n ijh ..• 
-12-




. , (I-24) 
"" " " ... -n. (1-L.;.cx.) + I: n .. y. + E n. hoh + E f3 (X . -n. x ) = Y. ). • • 1 . 1J. J 1' g gl. • • 1. • g 1 ••• 
J h. g (I-25) 
. 
' 
A A A A -
n . (1-L+Y.) + E n .. a. + I: n .hoh + I: f3 (X . -n . x ) = Y . 
• J • J ~ 1.J • 1 • J g g. J. • • J • g • J •• 




" " " " ,... 
n .• h(!-L+oh) + 1:: n. ha. + 1:: n .hy. + E f3 (X h -n hx ) = Y ; 
. J.• l . •J J g g•• ••• g ··h· 
1 J g (I-27) 
I: a. (X .. -n. X ) + L Y. (X . -n . X ) + I: 5h(X h -n hx ) i ). gJ. • • • ). • • g j J g •.J • • • J • g h g • • • • • g 
+ EEEE (X . 'hf-x ) E ~ (X .. hf-x ) ijhf gJ.J g g g gl.J g 
nijh ( - ) 
= EELE Y. jhf X . 'hf-x 
ijhf=l ). gl.J g (I-28) 
The above equations plus the follmring yield unique estimates of the effects: 
a " 
I: a. = 0 
i=l l 
c " 
E y. = 0 
. 1 J J= 
d " 














The form for the linear covariance analysis is indicated in Table 3• 
In general, the various sums of squares for the variance analysis are ob-
tained as follows: 
T = ~~ Yfjhf - SS (IJ. r r 1 ) ; (I-32) yy 
u = ss (J.l *,ex.*) - ss (IJ. fl f) ; (I-33) yy ~ 
v ( - - -) ( * *) . (I-34) = ss ll ,ex.,y. - ss ll ,a. yy ~ J ~ ' 
D = SS(J.l',exi,Yj,oh)- SS(Il- ,ex~, Yj) ; (I-35) yy 
" " " " " Dt = ss ( 11, ex . , Y . , oh, 13 ) - ss ( ll" ex'.' y'~ 13" ) . (I-36) yy ~ J g ' ~' J' g ' 
-
R = T - u - v - D (I-37) yy yy yy yy yy 
A similar set-up is used to obtain the Ayy and Cyy sums of squares and 
the sums of squares for the X variate (or variates). The cross products 
are obtained by procedures similar to that for the two-way classification 
~ee 9] . 
The procedure is easily generalized for a q-v1ay classification with 
b covariates. The algebra and the arithmetic become more difficult but 
the principles are the same. Detailed examples for two-way classifications 
are described by Das [3] and Federer [6,8] for a covariance analysis and 
by Yates [20], Snedecor [10], Snedecor and Cox [17], Nair [ 12], and Henderson 
[lO] for a variance analysis. Stevens [·18] gives an analysis for an unbalanced 
three-way classification • 
In order to obtain a test of significance for tvro treatment means, it is 
necessary to compute the variances for the two means considered. Although 
the variances and covariances of the Q .• values in (I-9) are known [12], it 
~ 
is rather cumbersome to compute the variance of a difference for tvro effects, 
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Ta,ble 3. Analysis of covariance (linear) for a three-vray classification 
with unequal numbers in the subclasses •• Case I 
Sums of products 
---····--·· 
Source of variation d.f. y2 xy x2 
Total (elminiating mean) n -1 Tyy T T ... xy XX 
A (ignoring C and n; elim. mean) a-1 uyy u u xy XX 
c (ign.D; elim.A and mean) c-1 vyy v v xy XX 
D (elim.A, C, and mean) d-1 D D D yy xy XX 
Residual (by subtraction) f R R R 
r yy xy XX 
c· ... ( ~ii~ ~ ... A~ ..... n.~ .. ···~;d·· .. ~~·~;;:y· ............................... ~·:1 ................................. c:;; ....................................... c~; .............................. --c~ 
A (elim. c, D, and mean) 
Residual (elim. regression, 
A, c, D, and mean) 
Residual + D 










R1 =R -R2 IR yy yy xy' xx 
A 
XX 
S' =R +D -(R +D )2 /(R +D ) yy yy yy xy xy xx xx 
D' =S' -R 1 yy yy yy 
. - -
............................................................................................. ,_. ..........................................................................................................................................................................  
C + residual f +c-2 
r 
H 1 =R +C -(R +C ) 2 /(R +C ) YY YY yy XY xy XX XX 
.. " ............ " ....................................................... "." ............. "!'"'"'"'""'"'"" ............................................................................................................................. .. 
C (elim. regression, A, D, \ c-l c, =itJl -R r 
A ~~=~~~~-- - -- f ;;-.;;;:2 - -- -z~~AY'!~t- (A ~R l/iA --ill > 
1 r yy yy yy xy xy xx xx 
A "{eiim·~·---:r~·g:r~~-~ion., ..... c ;·--.. n·;· .... ·· ···· ....... r .. ··:~~ .......  








say T1 and ~2 , but if this is desired, Rae [15] has described the general 
procedure. Also, one could obtain an average coefficient for the variance 
of a treatment mean and then use the resulting average standard error of a 




When interaction is present in a two-way classification with b covariates, 
the linear model is: 
b 
Y].. J'h = IJ. + '!1. + p. + p't" .. + €. "h + E t3 (X . 'h - X ) ' J 1J l.J g=l g g1J g (II-1) 
where IJ., ~., p., and~ are defined in equation (I-2) and where p't" .. =an 1 J g 1J 
interaction effect common to the ijth combination of the t·uo categories. The 
interaction effects are considered to be fixed effects and n .. = 1,2,··· 1J 
(i.e., n .. > 0). 1J 
The normal equations for the various effects are: 
" !!.: 
" r ,.. v ,.. v r 
n 1J. + E n .p. + E n. T. + E E n .. f);- .. = Y 
•• j=l •J J i=l ].• 1 i=l j=l 1 J 1 J ••• 
. 
' 
" " r ,.. /' b ,.. 




AI\. A~ A -
n .(IJ.+P.) + E n1 .(-r.+p't"1 .) + E t3 (X . -n .xg) = Y. ; 
'J J i=l J 1 J g=l g g"J' ·J ·J· 
/' 
P't" .. : 
---2d. 
b 
"""' "' " n .. (!-HP .+'t"1+p-r .. ) + E t3 (X .. -n .. x ) = 1J J 1J g=l g g1J• 1J g Y .. 1J • . ' 
"' t3 : :_a 
r. ~.(X . -n. x ) + r. p. (x . -n .x ) + r.r: ~ .. (X .. -n .. x ) i 1 gJ.•• 1• g j J g•J• •J g ij 1J gJ.J• l.J g 













'Ihc. above l+v+r+rv+b eq_uations plus the following result in uniq_ue solutions 
v " 
L. 't'. = 0 
i=l ~ 
r 




L. p-r .. = 0 . 
. 1 ~J ' ~= 
(II-9) 
r /'-
L. P'r .. = 0 
. 1 ~J J= . 
(II-10) 
If b = 1, then an estimate of ~ = ~l is obtained from the within sub-
classes line in the analysis of covariance (Table 4) as: 
I 
v r } nij ( 
L. L. ) L. X .. hY. 'h- X .. Y .. /n. 'j = S i=l i=l \h=l lJ lJ lJ• lJ• lJ xy 
v ~ ( ~ij 2 2 ; 7 
r. '-' ~ '-' xijh - xij. nij '>' = 8xx 
i=l j=l l h=l ( 
(II-ll) 
"" If b > 1 then the various ~ may be obtained from the following b eq_uations g 
[see 16, sec. 13.7]: 
~ - - A ~1 r.L:L: (x · ·h-x · · ) (xl. ·h-xl. · ) + ~2 L:~L: (x · ·h-x · · ) (x2 · ·h-x2.. ) 
. 'h glJ gl.J. lJ lJ. . ., glJ glJ. l.J lJ. lJ ~JD 
+ ••• " + !3b ~L:h ex .. h-:X . . )(xb. 'h -xb. . ) = r.r.r. (Y .. h~·Y:. . ) (x . 'h -x . . ) ~J glJ glJ. lJ lJ. ijh lJ. lJ. glJ g~J. . 
(II-12) 
for g = 1, 2 , • • • , b • 





" " 1 1.1 + p,=-J v 
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If one or more of the n .. = 0, no analysis is possible unless a zero (or 
:lJ 
some other constant value} is inserted 
in the following changes for formulae 
r. /' 




/'. for the corresponding p-r .. ; lJ 




The summation is from j = 1,2, • • • ,r. in (II-3) and from i = 1,2, • • •, v ~ in 
l J 
(II-4). These changes result in a biased analysis. The size of the bias de-
pends upon the actual values of pT .. which are estimated as zero and upon the lJ 
number of n .. equal to zero in the analysis. In some situations, the only lJ 
recourse is to use the biased Case II analysis, to use a Case I analysis as-
suming no interaction, or to use an among subclasses and within subclasses 
analysis. 
Before computing the various sums of products it should be noted that there 
may. be no interest in discussing the category means when interaction is assumed 






be more appropriate than the unweighted means. If an among and a within groups 
variance or covariance analysis is suitable (i.e., the rv or r - fr - 22v 
- i i - j j = v. 
subclass means are to be compared), then there is little difficulty in com-
puting the among and within subclasses analysis and in comparing the subclass 
means, y.j , either by an F test or a multiple range test [see 7, ch. IDL_1 • 
~ . 
If tests of significance are required for category means or if components 
of variance are to be estimated by Henderson's Method 3 [11], the various sums 
of products in Table 4 need to be computed. The first three rmrs of sums of 
products in Table 4 are obtained from a Case I analysis (i.e., forumlae (I-12), 
(I-13), (I-15), (I-18), (I-19), and (I-21)). The within subclasses sums of 
products are: 
s :: L,L; I 2 2 I ( . l ~yijh - yij • nij J 
' yy ij 
(II-19) 
s :: L;L; f L:Y. jhX .. h- X .. Y .. ln. J ; xy ij ( h l ~J lJ • ~J • ~J (II-20) 
s L;L; t 2 2 I ] :: ) L:X. "h -X.. n .. . XX ij ( h lJ lJ. ~J (II-21) 
ll 
In a multiple range test, the standard error of a mean used to compute a 
significant range for comparing two means, say Y.1 •• and Y.2 •• vrith n1 • and n2 • 
observations, respectively, is (D. B. Duncan, written correspondence): 
fs rl 1 1 j ... 
v' ~ yy ~- (- + -) 
n •• -r • { 2 n1 • n2 • 
If the two means are compared in a covariance analysis, the factor 8 1 l(n -r -1) yy • • • 
replaces Syyl(n •• -r.) • Also, one could use liVn1 .n2 • as the approximation 
instead of ~(-1- + -1-) 
nl• n2• 
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The interaction sums of.products are computed as: 
I = SS(jl,p.,=t=.,p; .. ) - SS(!l' ,p!,-r!) yy. J l ~J J l 
Y~. 
= EE ~n - ll'Y ••• - EpJ!Y·J··- E'r~Y1 .•• , ij ij ... (II-22) 
where the estimates ll', Pj, and 'ri are defined in the paragraph preceding 
. 
formula (I-12) and where il, p., ~., PT·. are the estimates obtained from J l ~J 
formulae (II-1) 'to (II-10) when each X . 'h - x is set e~ual to zero, g~J g 
X .. Y .• 
I = EE gJ.J• lJ• - ll'X - Ep'X . - .E'r!X . 
xy · . j n . j g • • • j g • J • 1 g~ • • 
I 
XX 
J. J. • 
xgij • Yij. 
= .E.E - - -!l'Y - .Ep'.Y. - .E'r 1 .Y. 
n X ••• XJ •J• X~ J.•• ij ij 
x2 .. 
= .E.E g~J· - ll'X -.Ep' .X . - .E-r' .X . ij nij X g••• XJ g•J• Xl gJ. .. 
. 
' 
The sums of products for the first factor (eliminating mean, second 
factor and interaction) is [10,21]: 
=2 
= z,.,i y. 





+ + + where ll , pJ., p-r .. are the estimates obtained by minimizing the following sum lJ 
of s~uares: 
• 
E.E.E(Y. 'h - ll - P. - P'r .. ) 2 + >..: .Ep. • ijh ~J J ~J -~ J 
+ .E .A2 . .Ep-r .. + E A.. . .Ep't'. . (II-26) i l j ~J j JJ i J.J 
.A1, A 2i, and .A3j are lagrangian multipliers [ 12]. Also, use could be made of 
• 
-21-
Table 4. Analysis of covariance (linear) for a tvro-way classification 
with une~ual numbers in the subclasses -- Case II 
(first factor =A; second factor= B). 
Sums of products 
--·-------Source of variation 
Total (eliminating mean) 
B (elim. mean; ign. A and AxB 
A (elim. B and mean; ign. AxB 
AxB (elim. A, B, and mean) 
Hithin subclasses = S 
B (e1im. A, AxB, and mean) 















































.................................................................. ! .............................. __ ., ............. ._..... .. .... _, ... _,,_ .... ,,........... ___ __.. ............ _ .. , ........................................... - ....................................................... _ 
S (adj. for regression) 
S + B 
B (adj. for other effects) 
n •..rv-1 
.. 




= syy - s2 /s yy xy xx 
U' = Byy + S - (B yy yy xy 
-
+ S )2/(B + S ) 
XY XX XX 
B' = U' - S' yy yy yy 
- - ~ 
............................... -....................................... ,.. ........ _ ................................................................................... - .................... ___ ,, .. _ ......................................... -............................................... -............... . 
S +A n -rv .. 
+v-2 W1 = A + S - (A yy yy yy xy 
+ B )2 /(A + B ) 
XY XX XX 
A (adj. for other effects) v-1 A 1 = W1 - S 1 yy yy yy 
.............................................................................................................................. -. ........................ _ ............................. ;: ..................... ,;: ............. ,. ......... 7 ............................ --··········-···········-·-----....... . 
S+AxB n -r-v 
•• 
Z' =- I . + S - (I 
YY YY YY xy 
+ S )2/(I + S ) 
xy XX XX 
(r-1) (v-1) Ax B (adj. for other effects) I' = zr - S 1 yy yy yy 
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equations (II-8), (II~9), and (II-10) in the following sum of squares prior to 
differentiation: 
L:ZZ(Y. 'h- 1J.- P. ~ p·r. .)2 
ijh ~J J ~J (II-27) 
In this way there would be the same number of independent equations as there 
are unknowns. The number of equations to be solved would be l + r - 1 
+ (~·l)(v-1) = rv- v + 1. 
Also, 
A =r:vT.X. y.-
xy . ~· ~·· ~·· ~ 
r:w. x. Zw. y. 
~· ~·· ~· ~·· 
r:w. 
~· 
( - 2 Lw. x. ) 





-In the above, yi~· l =-r 
r 
z y.. , 






( l l )-1 L: x. . , and w. = -2 E -j=l ~J· ~· r j nij 
Due a theorem given by 'Yates [22], the F or z test of significance is 
appropriate for comparing the two mean snuares A /(v-1) and S /(n -rv) • 
':1. yy yy •• 
A 1 (n -rv-1) 
Likewise, F ~ ~-l)~r is a valid test of the null hypothesis of zero 
yy 
effects in a covariance analysis. 
Similarly, 
where y•j• 
B = r: w .y . yy j • J •J. 
B = r: w .y- . x . 




""- E y.. ' 
v i=l ~J· 
. , Ew. 
•J j - -
r: w .x . E w .y 
•J "J" "J • j. 
- j j 




=- L X.. ' 
v . l ~J. ~= 
. 
' 
and w • = 
•J 
v 
(12 L -l.)-1 









A test of the null hypothesis for the levels of the second classification 
may be made by comparing B /(r-1) with S /(n -rv) in the variance yy' yy •• 
analysis or B~/ (r-1) 'dth S~ (n •. -rv-1) in the covariance analysis. 
For a three-vray classification with b covariates and interaction effects 
not assumed to be zero as in (I-23), the linear model is: 
yijhf = 1..1. + o:. + Y. + oh + o:Y .. + o:o.h + yo .h + o:YO .. h 1 J 1J 1 J 1J 
b 
+. €. 'hf + L: ~ (X . 'hf - X ) ' 1J g=l g g1J g (II-33) 
where 1..1., o:i, Yj, oh, €ijbf' and ~g are defined in (I-23) and where the re-
maining terms represent interaction effects (fixed) between the three classi-
fications. Here, n. 'h =number of observations for the ijhth combination of 1J 
the three factors must be greater than,zero •. If any n. 'h = o, then the al-1J 
ternatives described for the preceding unbalanced tvro-vray classification may 
be used. 
The normal equations for the various effects are: 
,.. a ,.. c ,.. d " a c /'. 
n 1..1. + L: n. o:. + L: n . y. + L: n. •hoh· + L: L: n . . o:yi . 
••• i=l 1 "" 1 j=l ·J· J h=l i=l j=l 1J" J 
a c d n. 'h 
= L: L: L: L:1 J yijhf = Y •••• 










A A. A ./'- ,.. ............ .....,.., /' 
n _. (ll + y.) + L:. n~J .• (a1. + aY .. ) +En .h(oh + yo.h) + L:I: n .. h(ao1h + al'O.~h) 
·J· J 1 ~ lJ h •J J ih lJ l~ 
"' -+ L: ~ (X h - n hx ) = Y 
g 
r-











"' "' /'- "' /" /",._ /"-..... 
n.J.h(G + YJ. + oh + YoJ.h) + r: n .. h(a. + a:Y .. + a:o.h + a:Yo .. h) i 1J 1 ~J 1 lJ 










.,~ .. , 
c:!v .. , 
..,..,;._ l_Jll 
" " " ,.. /'-... /' /". ~ 
nl. J.h( IJ. + a. + y. + a,_ + aY . . + ao.h + 'YO 'h + aYo . . h) J. J u J.J l J J.J 
+ Z g (X . 'h - n .. hx ) = YJ.. J·h· ; 
. g --gJ..:) " ~J g g 
(II-41) 
/....... - /'- - /'- -
+ n: aY . . (X .. - n .. x) + L:I: ao.h(X. h - n. "'x) + EL: YO.h(X .h - n .1x) ij J.J gJ.J .. J.J•g ih l gJ.•' l•u.g jh J g•J• 'Jlg 
/"-.. - - " 
+ L:L:L: a'(O . . h(X "h - n .. hx ) + ZL:u (Xg'J'hf - xg) z t3g(Xg4 jhf - ~g) i~h lJ gJ.J • lJ g ijhf ~ g ~ 
a c d nijh . _ 
= I: I: L: L: Y. 'hf(X . 'hf - X ) 
i=l j=l h=l f=l . lJ glJ g (II-42) 
The follm·ring restrictions are placed on the above normal equations: 
a " 
L: a. = 0 ; 












L: aY . . 
. 1 lJ J.= 
= z aY .. = 0 
. 1 J.J J= 
c ~ d /"-





. , (II-47) 
. , (II-43) 
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a ,, c ,........_ d A 
2.: aYo. 'h = I: aYO. jh = !: a)'O. 'h = 0 
i=l ~J j=l ~ h=l ~J {II-49) 
Solution of the above equations y.telds unique estimates for the 1 + {a•l) 
+ (c-1) + (d-1) + (a.-l)(c-1) + (a.-l)(d-1) + (c-l)(d-1) + (a-l)(c-l){d-1) + b ~ 
effects. The sum of squares due to the effects in a variance analysis when 




with acd degrees of freedomJ this sum of squares minus Y: ... ln ••• is the amona 
subclasses sum of squares. 
The sum of squares due to one effect, say the second factor main effect, 
eliminating all other effects in a variance analysis is: 
2 I < - - - .. - - .. ) 2 I !:!:!: Y. 'h n1 .h- ss iJ. 1 a., oh, O'Y:ij' ao.h, yejh' aY8. 'h = !:!:!: Y. 'h• n ..• ijh ~J • J ~ ~ ~J ijh ~J ~J 
~ ~ ~J.-Y + z a1-Y. + z ah·y h + !:!: aY.JY .. \.... • • • • l.. • • • • • ij 1 ~J • • 
(II-51) 
.,,here the - estimates are obtained from equations (II-34) to (II-49) setting 
~ -
each Y. and each (X . 'hf - x ) equal to zero and solving the remaining equations J g~J g 
(om.itting (II-36), (II-42) and (II·44)). The above sum of squares may be ob-
tained simply as: 
(E w y= )2 
•J' • • j •• 
E w y2 .. -~~---~-
··j• •j•• Ew . 
• J. 
(II-52) • 
1 .. ( 1 l •.i. 
·rhere y. J' • • = -d EE y. 'h and where w j =t ":'2:;"2d I:I: - ; 
a ih ~J • • • \a ih nijh · Similar sums 
• 
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of squares may be used for the other two main effect sums of squares. Also, 
the sum of squares due to A, c, and AxC eliminating all other effects is: 
~ y~jh• 
ijh nijh (II-53) 
+ where the effects are estimated from the remaining normal equations 'vi th 
,.. ,.. ./'. -
each a., Y ., aY . . , and (X i 'hf - x ) set equal to zero. By analogy, this ~ J ~J g J g 
sum of squares should be of the form: 
U:w .. :Y;. l.J. ~J. 
where the items in the equation are defined in a manner similar to equation 
(II-52). The sums of squares for the various effects except the mean are 
presented in Table 5. The method of computation for sums of squares vThich add 
to the total is· given in the upper part of the table. The resulting mean 
squares fro~ the next to the last line in the upper part and all those from 
the lower part of Table 5 are used in making tests of significance of the null 
hypotheses for each of the main effects and interactions. The within sub-
classes mean square is the error mean square for all F tests. 
As stated previo~ly, an among groups and within groups analysis with a 
multiple range test might suffice in certain instances. The procedure would 
• be similar to that described for the two-vray classification. 
Covariance analyses are carried out in the same manner as for the two-way 
classification. For example, the sum of cross products for the AxC (eliminating 
all other effects) is: 
e 
-· 
e •• e 
Table 5. Analysis of variance for an unbalanced three-way classification -- Case II 
(first factor = Aj second factor= C; third factor =D). 
Source of variation 
Total (elim. mean only) 
A(elim. mean ign. other effects) 
C(elim. mean and A; ign. others) 
AxC(elim.A,C,mean; ign. others) 
D(elim.A,C,AxC,mean; ign. others) 
AxD(elim.A,C,AxC,D, mean; ign. CxD, 
AxCxD) 
CxD(elim. all effects but AxCxD) 
AxCxD(elim. all other .effects) 
Within subclasses 
A (el~~ .. B.1i .. ~the~ ... ~.ff~;·t'~T- .. 
C(elim. all other effects) 
AxC(elim. all other effects) 
D(elim. all other effects) 
AxD(elim. all other effects} 




/l The superscript in parentheses refers 
effect(s) not included in the term SS( 
equations (II-34) to (II-49). 
Degrees of 
freedom 
















Sum of sq_uares/1 
ELLEY~. -Y2 /n =T-CT l.Jhf .• • • • • •• 
EY~ /n. -CT 1. . . 1. • • 
ss(~(l) a~l) y~ 1 ))-ZY~ /n 
' l , J ).••• i•• 
ELY~. /n .. -ss(~ (l) a~l) y ~l)) 
i . lJ • • lJ • ' l ' J S~(~ (2) ,a~2 ) ,Y~2 ) ,aY~~) ,oh(2) )-~Y~. /n.. =II-I 
l J lJ ij J.J • • lJ •• 
SS(~(3),a~3),y~3),ay~~),oh(3),a5~h3 ))-II=III-II 
1 J 1J l 
SS(~ (4) ,c/4} ,Y ~ 4 } ,aY~L~), 5h(4} ,ao~h4 ), YO ~h4 ) )-III =IV-III 
l J lJ l J 
2::EZY~ "h /n .. h-IV ijh lJ • l.J 
,.,. 2 2 I } ZLZ J IT. "hf-Y. "h n .. ijh lf J.J lJ • lJ 
. .. ·~·i~ii&''t~""i~~~i~ "'(ii:52) 
. formula (II-52) 
~Y~. /n. -ss(~(5) a~5) y~5) 5(5) ao~5) Y0~5) aro~~)) 
lJh• J.jh ' J. ,. J , h ' J.h ' Jh ' lJh 
similar to formula (II-52) 
similar to AxC (elim. all other effects) 
similar to AxC (elim. all other effects) 
·--- ----------------·--------
to the estimates obtained from equations (II~34) to (II-49) setting the 
) equal to zero and omitting the equations for these effects from 
• 
• 




' .. (5) X + 2: a( 5 ) X. + ~ y~S) X . cf.l. .... i l· •• j J ·J·. 
+ E 5(5) X + EE ao~5) X. h + EE Yo~S) X "b h ··h· ih lh l•. jh Jh ·J~· 
+ El:E a Yo ~~h) X. . h ] , 
. "h lJ lJ • 1J 
(II-55) 
where the estimates with the superscript (5) are obtained from ·equations (II ... 34) 
/' 
to (II-49) omitting equations (II-38), (II-42), and (II-46) with each aY .. lJ 
and each (X . "hf - x ) set equal to zero. gl.J g 
" ~fith b covariates, solutions for ~ may be obtained from formulae similar g 
to (II-12), i.e., the within subclasses sums of squares and cross products for 
a three (or higher) -way classification. Likewise, a direct extension of the 
results in Tables 4 and 5 results in a variance or covariance analysis for a 
q-uay classification • 
If one or both categories in a two-vTa:>' classification are considered to 
be a sample of levels or treatments from a large population of levels or 
treatments for the given category, the interaction mean square is used to test 
hypotheses about mean effects and to adjust the means for variation due to 
a covariate(s). Also, the interaction effects, as such, may not be of much 
interest except in estimating the component of variance associated with inter-
action effects. Since a vreighted effect would be preferable, for statistical 
reasons, to an unweighted effect, the problem of estimating effects is com-
plicated because the weights are unknown. If the weights are estimated from 
the data, further statistical problems arise. In certain experiments, the 
experimenter may have little or no control over the number of observations in 
each subclass and it may be realistic to assume that the linear model is of 
the follovring form: 
= 1-L + Ti + P. + p-rij+€. 'h + t31 (x .. -x) + t3(X .. h•x.j ), (III•l) J ~J ~J· ~J ~ • 
where 1-L, -r., p., and €. 'h' x, and X .. hare defined in (II-1) except that T. 
. ~ J ~J lJ ~ n .. 
and/or p. are considered to be random effects, x.. = Z~J X .. h/n .. , PT •. = 
J lJ• h=l ~J ~J lJ 
an interaction effect of the ijth combination of the tvro categories and is a 
random effect, t31 = regression coefficient from the interaction line in the 
covariance analysis, and ~ = a within subclasses regression coefficient; if 
t31 = t3 then (III-1) reduces to (II-1) except for the random effects set-up 
for (III-1) as opposed to the fixed effects assumption in (II-1). For such 
situations, a Case III analysis may be desired and the weights may have to be 
estimated from data in the present or in a past experiment. The weights them-
selves will have a sampling distribution but the experiment would usually be 






Two sums of squares could be minimized to obtain least squares estimates 
of the effects. These are: 
v r n .. 
. . ~J ( E E I: Y. 'h - 1J. - 't" .-




E E w .. <Y.j - IJ.- -r. -p. - f31 (x .. -x)) 2 , i=l j=l ~J ~ • ~ J ~J· (III-3) 
where y. . and x.. = subclass means for the two variates. If w-lJ' = n-lj in 
~J. ~J. ... ... 
(III-3) where n .. = number of observations in the ijth subclass, minimization 
~J 
of (III-3) results in the same estimates of IJ., -ri, pj' and f31 obtained from 
minimizing (III-2). Since this is true, since wij is not always equal to nij' 
and since f3 is estimated from t?e within subclasses sums of products, formula 
(II-11), the sum of squares in (III-3) is minimized instead of the one in (III-2). 
The problem of correct weighting is relatively simple if the true weights 
are. known. Thus, weighting inversely to the variance of y.. results in: 
~J· 
, (III-4) 
where o2 and o€2 are the variance components associated with interaction and p-r 
within subclasses, respectively. In practice o2 and o2 are usually unknown. e: p-r 
First, consider the two limiting situations: 
(i) o2 is large relative to p-r 
(ii) o~-r is small relative to 
In situation (i), one may set wij = 
o~/nij ; 
o~/nij • 
1 for all practical purposes; i.e., an 
analysis of covariance is performed on the subclass means. In the second 
situation, w .. is set equal to n .. , and the analysis goes through as described 
~J ~J 
below using the weights "'· . [also, see 8 ]. ~J 
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The true situation is usually in between the above two limiting situ-
ations, and in order to perform an analysis on the data it will be necessary 
to have reasonably good estimates of cr2 and cr2 • In many situations the pT € 
estimated variance (or covariance) components will need to be estimated from ~ 
the data themselves. One method for doing this is illustrated by Federer [ 8 ], 
where Henderson's [11 ]Method 1 was used. This method assumes that both ef-
fects are random effects; if one of the effects is fixed then a bias results 
[11]. Recourse to Henderson's [11] methods 2 or 3 may be made if one of the 
effects is considered to be fixed. 
The normal equations resulting from a minimization of (III-3) are: 
,.. 
.!:!.: 
v r ,.. ,.. v r ,.. ,.. 
2: w .. ex .. -x> w • • ll + 2: W. Ti + £ 'VT .P. + 131 2: = ~· •J J . l ~J ~J. i=l j=l i=l J= 
r r ,.. 




,.. ,.. v ,.. 
w . cj..l. + p.) + r. w. j < T. + $1 <x1J -x) > 
•J J i=l ~ ~ • 
v 
= E w . . Y .. 
i=l ~J ~J· 
v r 
r. w .. y .. r. 
. l ~J ~J. i=l J= 
; 
,... v r v,. r r,.. v 
!l r. r. w .. (x. . -x > + r. T. r. w .. ex. . -x) + z p . r. w .. <x. . -x > 
i=l j=l ~J ~J· i=l ~ j=l ~J ~J· j=l J i=l ~J ~J· 











1 v ~ - - ~ 
=;o- L: '<T • • (Y .... t31 (x .. -x) - -r.) vT • • 1 l.J l.J • l.J • 1 • J l.= 
~ 1 l (- ~ (- - ~ ) Jl = - 1: - 1: W .. y.. - t)l X .• -X) - Ti r . w . . l.J l.J • l.J • 
"' ~ Jl + 't'. ]. 




r ~ - - "' L: w .. (Y. . - !31 (x. . -x) - P.) 







- - 1 ( - )( - ) "' - 1 ~ -EL:w .. x .. y .. -E- Ew .. y.j Ew .. x .. -E-r.Ew .. x .. +.E- .Ew .. T.Evr .. x .. l.J l.J • l.J. . w . i l.J ]. . l.J l.J • . ]. . l.J l.J. . w . . l.J l.. l.J l.J. 
~ - J •J l. 1 J J •J ]. l. 
13 1 - - 2 ( - )2/ 
.EEw .. X.. - .E l:w .. X.. w . 
ij l.J l.J• j i l.J l.J• •J (III-12) 
v r r v 
In the above w 
•• 
= 2:. 2: w . . ; w. = L, w . . ; w . = .E w. . ; w ... = 1~reight for 
l.. =1 . 1 l.J l.. . 1 l.J • J . 1 l.J l.J J= J= 1= 
ijth subclass ~ean; w .. could be zero and the analysis could still be performed. l.J 
That is, ze~o observations could be obtained for certain subclasses~ If this 
vTas a random event, the interaction effect :ttr that subclass vrould be set equal 
to its expected value = zero. 
~ ~ A A 
Substituting for Jl, Pj' and 131 results in v equations in the -r1 , the kth 
equ·ation being: 
-~ r r 1 r r wk. v J 
.. ) 2j ( , - .) - ) 2 Tk , Wk•- EHk. vr • . - -G Ewk .xk. - L: - Ew .. X •• 




r r wk. v 
( - J - ) E>·Tk.xk. - E- L:w • • x .. 
· 1 J J • · lw · · 11 J l.J • J= J= "J l.= 
r w.. v r ] 
( .E -2=.:l .Ew .• x .. - Ew .. x. . ) = j=lw•j i=l1 J l.J j=l1 J l.J• 
r r wk. v G r ~. - J - ...£!..( -~wk ,yk. - E - Evr .. y. j - G Zwk .xk .• j=l J J• j=lw•j i=l1 J 1 • xx j=l J J 
~ "'kj v -
'-' Ew .. X •• ) 





v r r 1 v .. .v _ 
= .E .Ew .. x. . y. . - .E -( .r;,., .. y. . )( Ew .. x. . ) 






= .E .Ew1 .x.j i=1 j=l J ~ • (III-15) 
,... " Likewise, the v equations in the ~i in terms of ~land the observations are: 
/vT1 -Ew~ ./w •. -.Ew1 .w2 .;~~ . -r.w1 .w3 ./w •. . .. -:Ew1jwvj/w.j \ (~I / • J J J J "J J J ' J 
I . 
-.Ew1 .w2 ./w . T''2 • -.Ew~/w • j -r.w2 .w)"/w . ... -t:w2 .w ./w . \\ ~2 J J • J J J • J J VJ "J 
... 
• jl • 
. : I I : 
\ 
-.Ew2 .w ./Yr . -r.w3j,.,v/w. j l \,... \ -r.w1 .w ./w . . .. w -r.w2 ./w .J T J VJ •J J VJ "J V• VJ "J, V 
/ r r,-r1 . v r rvr1 . v 
- 'J - "< - ·J -) 
, L:w1 .y1 . - .E - .Er,.; .. y .. -1\ .Ew1 .x1 . - .E - .Evr . . x .. / j=1 J J• j=1w•j i=1J.J J.J• j=1 J J• j=I"1•j i=l1.J ~J· 
' 
r r w2 . v ,.. r r -vr2 . v 
- l - ( - ...6l - ) 
.Ew2 .y2 . - .E ~ .Ew .. y .. -131 .Ew2 .x2 . - .E Lw. jx .. 
J·=1 J J• · 1w · · 1J.J l.J• · 1 J J• · 1'.,• · · 1~ ~J· J= •J ~= J= J= J 1.= 
= 
(III-16) 
"' The v equations in (III-16) plus equation (II-7) result in a solution for the -r1 • 
If a variance analysis is desired each i .. in (III-16) is set equal to zero and l.J• 
the resulting estimates Ti of the Ti are obtained. ,... ~1 in the covariance analysis 
is the interaction sum of cross products divided by the interaction sum of squares 






The sums of :products in the first three rov!S of Table 6 are obtained in the 
usual manner (s~e formulae (I-12),(I-18),(II-19),(II-20) 1 and (li-21). The 
formulae for the remaining sums of the products are given belovr. 
Among subclasses with r.-1 degrees of freedom: 
2 (L:L:w ijy i,j • )2 
H = L:L:w. jy. . - ; yy ~ ~J. w •• 
(similarly for H ) XX 
vl = L:L:w . . y . . x . . 
xy 2J ~J· 1J• 
v 






where r = fr . = v 
• . 1~ • 1= 
= ~v. =number of subclasses with one Or more observations 
j=lJ 
per subclass. 
B (eliminating mean; 
(r.w. jy .. )2 
r i J. ~J· R = r. .....;;... ___ _ 
YY j=l w.j 
(similarly for R ) XX 
ignoring A) with r-1 d.f.: 




(Uw. jiij )(Uw .. y. . ) 




A (eliminating mean and B) with v-1 d.f.: 
(III-19) 
(III-20) 
A = SS(Il' ,p!,-r!) - SS(Il",p':) = ll 1L.L.w •• y.. + L.p! (r.v .. y .. ) + L.-r! (L:w .. y .. ) yy J l. J l.J l.J. . J . 1J l.J. . l. . l.J l.J. 
. - - J - l. l. . J 
(similarly for A~v) ; (III-21) 
.,. .. 
_,.,- (-) A - ll L:L:w . . x. . + .Epj' L:w .. x .. 
xy .j 1J l.J• . . 1J l.J• 
.1. J - l 
+L:T!(Evr .. x .. )-r:(r.w· .. Y. .. )(zw .. x .. )f,.,. 
• l. . l.J l.J. . . l.J l.J. . l.J l.J. • J 
l. - J J l. l. 
= ll' L:Zvr . . y. j + L.p 1 • (L.vr . . y .. ) + E-r'. (Zw .. y .. ) 
X 1.J. l.J l. • . XJ . l.J l.J• . Xl. . l.J l.J• J - l. 1 ' J 
- E(r.w· .. y .. )(Ew .. x .. )/w . 1 
. i l.J l.J • . l.J l.J. • J J l. 
(III-22) 
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Table 6. Covariance (linear)analysis for an 
unbalanced two-way classification -- Case III. 
Sums of products 
·-----...-~·-
Source of variation d.f. .r xy x2 
-----
n 
.. -1 T T T yy xy XX 
Total (elim. mean only) 
n -r syy s s .. . xy XX 
IH thin subclasses 
r -1 by subtraction 
• 
Among subclasses 
---------- ... -.... --·--··-- _ ............... -··-----...... _, _______ , ...... _ ... _____ , ... _ .. __ _ 
r -1 H H 1:.1 
• yy xy XX 
Among weighted subclass totals 
r-1 R R R yy xy XX 
B (elim. mean; ign. A) 
v-1 A A A yy xy XX A (elim. mean and B) = A 
Error (interaction) = E u E E E 
e yy ... xy xx 
···-·············-·········-·········-·-----------.. ··---.. -· --........... __.. ......... -... ---------------- ... ·--.. ·--.. --.. 
B (elim. mean and A) = B r-1 B B B 
YY XY XX 
.. ············--·--·-·-··---.. ----·--·---······-· .... ···-·-......... -.. -.......................... .. ........... -...................................................................................... ---····-··-····-············ .. ··-·---.... ·--.. ·····-······· 
E (elim. A,B, mean~and regres• f -1 E' =E -E2 /E 
. ) e yyyyxyxx s~on . 
A + E f +v-2 U' =A +E -(A +E )2 /(A +E ) 
e yyyyyy xyxy xxxx 
A (elim. B,mean, and regression) 
B + E 





A' =U' -E 1 
YYYYYY 
- - -
V1 =B +E -(B .-E )2 /(B +E ) YY YY YY XY xy XX XX 







'.rhere 11J p ~, and 't"! are the estimates obtained from equations (III-5), (III-6), 
J ~ 
and (III-7) when each (x .. -x) is set equal to zero and where !1 11 and p'~ are 
~J· J 
the estimates obtained from these equations (except (III-6)) when each~. and 
~ 
each (x .. -x) are set equal to zero,· the llx'' p 1 and -r'. are similar esti-~J· xj' x~ 
mates obtained for the X variate. 
Error (interaction eliminating A, B, and mean) with f =r -r-v+l d.f.: 
e • 
(III-23) 
E =H -R -A ; 
xy xy xy xy (III-24) 
E =H -R -A 
XX XX XX XX (III-25) 
B (eliminating A and mean) with r-1 d.f.: 
B = 88(11 1 p! -r!)- 88("''' -r''') = yy ,... ' J' ~ ' ,... ' i SS(!l',p!,-r!)- i:(l::w .. y .. )2 /w ... ,. J ~ . . ~J ~J. ~. 
~ J 
(III-26) 
(similarly for B ) 
XX 
B 
xy = ll'D'.iv .. x.. + t:p~ (t:w .. x .. ) + l::-r! (t:,, .. x .. ) ~J ~J. . J . ~J l.J. . ].. . l.J ~J • 
- J - ].. ].. - J 
- t:(i:;,r . . y .. )(2:-...r .. x .. )/w. 
. . l.J ~J. . lJ l.J. ]..• ' 
(III-27) 
].. J ~ 
" where J.l''' and -r 111 are obtained from formula (III-5) and (III-7) with each p. i J 
and each (x .. -x) set equal to zero. The procedure for obtaining the sums of 
~J· . . 
squares eliminating regression is indicated in Table 6 . 
The procedure for b covariates is a straightforward extension of the results 
for a Case II analysis. The normal equations given by formulae (III-5) to 
" -(III-8) would be altered for the terms involving ~land the x .. 's. Instead lJ. 
of the term ~1 (x1 . -x) substitute ~ ~1 (x .. -x ) in (III-1) and make the J" g g~J· g g=l 
" corresponding changes in formulae (III-5) to (III-16). The ~lg would be 
obtained from the Error (interaction) line in the multiple covariance analysis 
as described for a Case II analysis. 
For a three-way classification and for the random effects situation for all ~ 
three categories, additional statistical problems arise in testing hypotheses 
about main effects. For example, consider that the linear model is: 
Y. 'hf=,.Ha.+Y.+Bh-raY .. -raa.h+w.h-raYa .. h+€ .. hf+f31(x.. -x. -i . +x) J.J J. J l.J l J lJ lJ l.J. • J.. • • • J 0 • 
+132 (x .• h -x. -i h +x)+~3 <i jh. -i . -i h +x)+~4 cx .. h +2x. +2x . +2x h J. 0 J.••• •• • • • •J•• •• • l.J • J.··· "J"" ••• 
-x1.J. -x. h -x .h -4x)+l3(x .. hf-x .. h ) , • • J.. • • J • lJ l.J • (III-28) 
where the effects are defined in (II-33) except that all effects are random 
effects, ~1,132 ,~3 and 134 are different regression coefficients from the various 
interaction lines in the analysis of covariance. In such a model, there is no 
single line in the analysis of covariance that is suitable for testing hypotheses 
about main effects and for adjusting for variation in the covariate. A simpli-
fying assumption would be to assume 13 1=~2=133=134 and possibly that 134={3 a~so. 
This >vould simplify the covariance problem but would not simplify the hypo-
theses testing problem [ 7, ch. VIII] •. A simplification in hypothesis testing 
would be possible if one or more of the two-factor interactions could be assumed 
relatively small, and then there would be a single interaction mean square which 
could be used to test hypotheses about main effects concerned. 
The normal equations and the Case III covariance analysis for the unbalanced 
three-way classification represent a straightforward extension of the Case II 
analysis for a three-way classification and of a Case III analysis for a two-





Estimation of variance components from a given set·of data, either the 
present or a past experiment, presents some problems even for an unbalanced 
two-way classification. As a first approximation in an experiment one could 
-
use Henderson's [11] method 1 assuming both effects random and assuming 
wij fixed. The coefficients for the various parameters for different sums of 
squares are listed in Table 7. \{hen wij = nij' some of the coefficients 
reduce to a simpler form. The process is repeated on each analysis and the 
new weights are used in the subsequent analysis. The process is repeated until 
the weights stabilize. 
Alternatively, one could use Henderson1s [11] method 3 and obtain the 
-
expectation of I' in Table 4 as a first estimate for o-2 • cr€2 is estimated 
" ~ : ,.. 
from the within subclasses mean squares as cr~ = S~/(n •• -rv-1). The analysis 
-
of covariance in Table 6 is obtained. As a. second estimate of cr2 one could PT 
obtain the expected value of E' in Table 
" 
6 for fixed w... Then, Table 6 could 
~J 
-
be recomputed using the second estimate of cr~T and ~~ • Table 6 could be re-
computed and a third estimate of a~T obtained. The process could be repeated 
until estimates of cr2 stabilize. pT 
As a third procedure,- Federer [8] suggested that the expectation of 





1 L 2 1 1 1 ko = r -r-v+l n +.Efu. · (- --- -) 
•• ~j ~J n n. n . 
• • •• ~· •J 
_I_I...;;~~S~ "j ; 
XX XX 
(III-30) 
".2 also apT could be estimated from E~ in Table 6 as: 
(III-31) 
Table 7. Conditional expectations of sums of squares for a tuo-way classification with 
unequal numbers in the subclasses -- Case III, w .. fixed. l.J 
-----
Sum of squares ll2 
---- ---------~f-----1----
- 2 (l) ~~wip' ij • l.J 
( 4) (L.L.w .. y. . )2 /w ij :l.J l.J. • • 






Parameter and coefficient 
(J 2. 








l:L.w .. (x. . -x )2 






The analogous result for an equal numbers analysis [see 7, ch. XVI ] led to 
the coefficient k0 • Both the preceding method and Henderson's [ll] method 1 
are illustrated with a numerical example by Federer [8 ]. 
For a three-way or higher-\·ray classification Henderson's [ll] method l 
probably should be used to obtain the estimated variance components if the 
degrees of freedom are fairly large, say greater than 20 to 30, for each sum 
of squares considered. Also, the tbree-vray classification could be collapsed 
into a two-way classification for certain experimental situations in order to 
simplify the analysis. In still other situations, a Case II analysis might 
be necessary for two factors whereas the third factor and interactions vti th 
the third factor would involve a Case III analysis • 
Discussion 
Variance and covariance analyses for unbalanced classifications contain 
computational and statistical difficulties. In order to simplify these 
difficulties it is suggested that the experimenter use an among groups and 
a within groups analysis wherever possible. If this is not a realistic 
analysis then the only recourse is to use the analysis for the situation 
involved; i.e. use a Case I analysis, Case II analysis, Case III analysis, 
or some combination of these three analyses. Statistical theory is lacking 
for some parts of a Case III analysis, but it is felt that the approximate 
analysis obtained by estimating the weights from the experiment itself will 
be suitable for analyses with greater than 20 to 30, say, degrees of free-
dam in the interaction or error sum of squares. 
~ n 
Throughout the manuscript restrictions of the form E~i = 0 = Epj, etc., 
were imposed. It might be simpler computationally to replace the restriction 
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ E~. = 0 by~ = 0 (or any other~.), and the restriction Ep. = 0 by p = 0. 
~ v ~ J r 
~ ~ 
In a Case I analysis, say, the differences among the ~. and among the p. will 
~ J 
~ ~ 
remain the same as before, but individual ~i will be less by the value of Tv 
~ n ~ 
and the p. values will be less by p • The estimated~ will now be increased J r 
~ A ~ ~ 
by the sum pr + ~v· Since differences among the ~i and pj rather than the 
estimates themselves are usually the items of interest, the criterion for 
~ 
selection between the restrictions E~. = 0 = 
l 
A A ~ 
Epj and Tv = 0 = pr would be 
ease of computation. Stevens [18]makes use of these restrictions in a 
variance analysis of an unbalanced tri-factorial experiment. 
• 
• 
Also, restrictions of the form En. ~. = O, n. ~a constant, could be 
l• l l• 
"' used if the experimenter \Tere interested only in differences among the -r .• 
- - l 
The use of this restriction in an unbalanced q-v1ay classification biases 
• 
the estimates of the differences among the remaining effects, but the dif-
"' "' ferences among the 't"i are the same as when the restrictions Z-ri = 0 or 
"' 'Tv = 0 are used. 
A /' 
Use of restrictions of the form p't"ir = 0 = p-rvj for every i and every 
j in a two-way classification leads to different estimates of effects than 
A 
do the restrictions Ep-r .. = 0 = Zp't" ..• In fact, the use of the restrictions i lJ j lJ 
/'- /'.. ,.. "' " p-r = p-r ; = -r = p = 0 involves setting J.l equal to y in a t\ro .. way ~ VJ V r U• 
classification. The set of restrictions used should not bias the estimates 




An experiment vTas conducted on the effect of different humidity treat-
ments planted at different times (6/15, 7/15, 8/15, and 9/15) on roses over 
a period of months. One characteristic measured was the number of saleable 
roses per month. The data for Y = number of saleable roses in Tables 8 and 
10 represent a selected sample of data from the total experiment. The X 
covariate represents the position on the greenhouse bench and is used to con-
trol variation within a replicate [see 7, section XVI-11]. The two replicates 
were on opposite greenhouse benches. For the data in Table 8, the positions 
were grouped into 5 sets of 3 each and given the numbers 1 to 5. A Case I 
analysis of covariance for these data and the treatment means adjusted for 
regression are presented in Table 9· Since this is a 2 x 5 table, Snedecor's 
~6, section 11.11 ]analysis of variance procedure may be followed for the Y 
and X variates, and for the cross products, or the entire analysis follm-Js 
from a direct application of the formulae given for a Case I analysis. 
The average standard error of a-•tll?I diffc~e~.:bJ:InJCei'FiMF\:.J treatment 
mea~ adjusted for regression may be taken as 
/ E1 - .'- V ."' yy ' l XX 1 
s ~ = J n- -r-v )l' 'il:- + ,~n~ . .;;...,(~v----1 )~D- ~ 
•• . 1• 1• XX-" 
(;~6--l----·-;~~---·]- 6 
= ,, 3 l 1 + (5-1)(9.333) = •233 
and Tukey 1s hsd is [ 7, section II-1.1.4] 
11 
q s 1 = 4.89(6.233) = 30.48 ~ hsd. 05 y 
The data for this example r:rere obtained through the courtesy of Dr. R. W. 
Langhans, Dept. of Floriculture, Cornell University, from an experiment re-










Table 8. Number of saleable flowers (roses), Y. "h' opened in 
l.J 
one month (December) and location on greenhouse bench, 
X. "h -- 6/15 planting. l.J 
Rep. I Total 








Table 9. Case I covariance analysis for data in Table 8. 
I 
~ ! I d.f. ; 
Sums of products 
Source of variation xy • Total (uncorrected) 15 25407 1755 174 
:;~~~~~~~~:.;~~~n) +-!: +-~i::~-~i:~- -~;~~ 
Treatment(elim.mean and rep.) 4 912.70 - 47.667 22.889 





If any t~·ro means differ by more than 30.48 = hsd, the two means are said to 
come from populations with different means. (The error rate is approximately 
five percent per experiment.) Likewise, we could compare treatment l, the 
d th th ~ th remaJ.·n4 ng 4, 41.06+42.85+46.94+40.58 = 42 •80, s tandar , >-Ti e mean or e ... 
-·:;:;,~?-&: 7: ~---~---T. ~ - .~ 
;___...- { >. /2 
; i ! ":; \ ~ as follows: 
standard for the month of December. 
The data in Table 10 are the number of saleable roses obtained for the 
month of April from the 7/15 planting, Y, and the position on the greenhouse 
bench, X. The 15 positions were not grouped as they were in Table 8, but 
represent the location of the treatment in one of the 15 possible positions. 
It is assumed, as before, that there \vas a linear gradient from one end of 
the bench to the other. The Case II covariance analysis for the data of 
Table 10 is presented in Table ll, and is obtained by a direct application of 
the formulae given for a Case II analysis. The adjusted treatment means 
are 80.78, 74.15, 81.02, 63.78, and 61.78 for treatments 1,2,3,4, and 5 res-
pectively. The approximate hsd for a comparison of treatments 1,2, and 3 
with treatments of the treat-
ments) is: 
hsd · 
where 6.29 is the <los for 5 treatments and freedom in error. 
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Table 10. Number of saleable flowers (~oses), Yijh' opened in 
one month (April) and location on greenhouse bench, 
X. 'h -- 7/15 planting. 
l.J 
Rep. I Rep. II Total 
Treatment y X y X I y X y X Y. nil ni2 ni3 l. •• 
1 1 102 15 - - 2 71 10 79 11 3 252 
2 2 84 9 81 7 1 76 14 
- - 3 241 
3 2 67 5 83 4 1 74 2 
- - 3 224 
4 1 71 11 
- -
2 51 4 63 5 3 I 185 I 
I ' 5 1 53 2 - - 2 63 8 61 7 3 177 
.............................. 
········-········ 
................................... - ....... - ...... 1 ............. !--.. ·-·········· ...................................................... ·-·--····· .................. ............................. 

















Table 11. Case II analysis of data in Table 10 • 
































1 238. so 
Sums of products 
xy x2 
447.60 229.6 0 
- 2.01 o.o 1 
303.81 136.1 2 
6.00 4.00 
. •••••••••••••m•oo•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••••••••••••n••••••••••••••••••••••••n•-••••••••••ooooooooo uoo•ooooooooooooo-uuuo--t""""""'"' ______ ,.,_., """"-"'""--""""""'-- '""""""•••-••-•••• 
T=Treatment(elim.rep.,inter., 4 ,. l6o6.67 367.33 172.53 
and mean) 1 i 




























' i l adj • ·sum of ·_s __ qu_ar_e_s--l~m_e_a_n_s_q_ua_r_e 






The difference between the means of the two groups of treatments is less 
than the approximate hsd = ~' and hence declared to be a non-signi-
ficant difference. -¥J.'t ~ 
The data from Table 10 are used to illustrate a Case III linear covariance 
analysis. The computational for~ for the analysis is given in Table 12. 
The first set of weights are obtained from the variance components estimated 
from the data in Table 10. The estimated variance components are (formulae 
(III-29) to (III-31)): 
where 
1 25 25 11 14 89.47 
ko = 4 (l5 + 15 - -s -~ - -s - tl9.47 + 4.oo) = 1·014 • 
Since nij = 1 or 2 the two weights are (formula (III-4)) 
wll = 
1 
.015 = 10.73 + 57.3tl 
and 
.025 
Since there are only two weights, the coded vTeights vr11 = 3 and w12 = 5 will 
be used to simplify the computations. The actual weights may be simpler to 
use than coded weights in examples where the n .. vary considerably. 
~J 
• 
Hith the computed weights Table 12 can nm.; be completed. Applying the • 
formulae given for a Case III analysis, Table 13 is constructed. The various 
estimates used to obtain the sums of products are the~·, Ti, Pj, ~~' T~i' 
and p~j vlaues in Table 13. 
e e e • e 
Table 12. Computational form for a Case III covariance analysis for the data of Table 10. 
e 
I Treatment I II Sums - -y X 
- - - - I ----1---------------· l yll· =102.0 X =15.0 yl2· = 75.0 xl2• =10.5 177.0 25.5 11• I 
Renlicat M' 
wll = 3 n1l = 1 wl2 = 5 nl2 = 2 8 3 
w11Y.11.=306.o wl1x11·=45.0 wl2Yl2·=375.0 wl2xl2. =52. 5 681.0 97 ·5 85.1250 12.1875 
2 - = 82.5 - = 8.0 - = 76.0 - =14.0 158.5 y2l• x21• y22° x22• 22.0 
w21 = 5 n21 = 2 w22 = 3 n22 = 1 8 3 
w21Y.21 .=412.5 w2lx21· =40.0 w22Y.22 .=228.o w22x22·=42.0 640.5 82.0 8o.o625 10.2500 
--
- - -= 75.0 = 4.5 = 74.0 - 149.0 6.5 3 y31° x31• y32• x32· = 2.0 
w31 = 5 n31 =2 w32 = 3 n32 = 1 8 3 
w31Y:31 .=375.0 w31x31·=22.5 w32Y.32 • =222.0 w 32x32 • = 6. o 597.0 28.5 74.6250 3.5625 
4 - - - - = 4.5 Y4l• = 71.0 x41• =ll.Q y42· = 57.0 x42· 128.0 15.5 
w41 = 3 n41 = 1 w42 = 5 n42 = 2 8 3 
w41Y.41 .=213.0 "'41x41· =33.0 · w42Y.42 .=285.0 w42x42· =22.5 498.0 55.5 62.2500 6.9375 
5 
.. 
- - = 62.0 -y51• = 53.0 x51• = 2.0 y52· x52• = 7.5 115.0 9-5 
w51 = 3 n51 = 1 w52 = 5 n52 = 2 8 3 
"'51y51·=159.0 "'51x51- = 6•0 w52Y.52 .=310.0 w52x52·=37.5 469.0 43.5 58.6250 5.4375 
-----
--f----·------------Sums 383.5 40.5 344.0 38.5 727.5 79.0 
19 7 21 8 4o 15 
1465.5 146.5 1420.0 160.5 2885.5 307.0 72.1375 7.6750 
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Table 13. Covariance analysis for the data in Table 12. 
Source of variation 
j-·d--. f-.--..--S_um_Y2_o __ f-=,p,_r_od_u_c_:-~-------~2 
Total (on means) 1 ·-9--+--6-1-11-.-4-9 ·-+-12-7-3-.2-9---I---64-G ~ 78 
Replicate (ign. treat.) 1 902.62 6.42 .05 
Treatment (elim. rep.) = T 4 3826.62 873.68 397.10 
! 
Error = E · · 4 j' 1382.25 393.19 251.63 
.............................. _, _________________________________________________________ 1-·----·-···--· ---·······-···········-···-- ----····-·--·····-------- ............. ., ___________ _ 
~-lithin subclasses = S 5 238.50 6.00 4.00 
.................................. ______________________________ ., __________________ ...... __________________ .. ______________ ., __________ , _________ ............................... .. 
Treatmeut (ign. rep.) 4 4144.15 850.48 395.65 
I --------------------~------~---------~--------~--------
Regression Adjusted sum of squares 
----·-
:ource of va.riat.ion \f. ;:oo \f. 22;: 50 I ~-7-.38 
····-----··········-----------------------------------·--····--------· ........... _ ................................................. _. ____ '-·---·····---......... ···--------·-·-·-·----------·--····--·· .... - ................................. . 
E 1 614.39 i 3 767.86 255.95 ~-- ~ .. ? ...... --·---·-··--------------------------------------·----·--- ........... ~-------------·--- ...... ~-~!~.:~-~-------·----·'---------!. ............................ ~!.?~ .. :--~7. .............................. ::::.: ......... . 
Treatment (elim. other effects) 1 4 j 1967.01 491.75 
I 
~· = 72.3350 
't"i = 13.7775 
1"2 = 6.7400 
1"3 = 1.3025 
1"4 = - 9.0975 
't" 5 = -12. 7225.-_ 
Pl = 3.9500 
~2 = - 3.9500 
1" 1 = 4.5525 
xl 
1" 1 = 2.5150 
x2 
1"~3 = -4.1725 
1"~4 = -0.6975 
1"~5 =-2.1975 
~f = 7.6850 
X 




A second estimate of a2 is obtained from formula (III-31) as: PT 
"'2 l [ 767.86 




- 57-38 > = 10.01 . ) 
Since the second estimate of a2 is almost identical with the first estimate pT 
of a~T' which is G~T = 10. 73, the second set of \-Teights would be almost 
identical with the first. Likewise, the new analysis of variance table and 
the adjusted effect differences would be very similar. Therefore, the 
iterative analysis of variance stops here and the adjusted treatment means 
are obtained (Table 13). Under the assumption of fixed weights the tests of 
significance suggested previously may be carried out using the interaction 
mean square as the error mean square. 
~ "' ~ ~ After obtaining ~l = 393.19/251.63 = 1.562572, the ~ + Ti and pj values 
"' may be computed, The two equations for the pj 1 s are (III-16): 
~ Z1 - 1i S2 = 1465.5- ~(681.0 + 498.o + 469.0) - frC64o.s + 597.0) 
- 1.562572 [146.5- ~(97.5 + 55.5 + 43.5)- ~(82.0 + 28.5)] 
= 74.0625 - 5.859645 = 66.202855 ; 
;.. " Alternatively, the tvro equations involving p1 and p2 from formula (III-13) are: 
"' [75 1 ( 4~ 3( . ) 5( ))2 J Pl -g - 253 •13 l o.5 - E 196.5 - E 110.5 
A. (75 1 M 
- p2 -g + 253.13 (3.75)(-3.15)) 
= 74.0625- ~~~:~~(3.75) = 67.798772; 
and 
where 253.13 = 648.78- 395.65 and 422.81 = 1273.29- 850.48. 
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Stimmary 
Variance and covariance ana.lyses have been classified under three cate-
gories, ~., Case I, interaction absent; Case II, interaction present and 
the effects assUIWd to be fixed effects; and Case III, interaction present 
ar~ the interaction effects and at least one of the main effects of the 
factors represented in the interactions assumed to be random effects. The 
statistical procedures for the three cases have been derived for two-way 
and three-way classifications and are illustrated with numerical examples 
for the tvo-vray classification with a covariate. The procedures for a q_-way 
classification with b covariates are indicated. In addition, the restric-
tions on the linear model are discussed. 
' ' 
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